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Takapuna
CHATHAM CUP
9 May 2015
2pm Kick Off
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Jarad Karam
Michael Jenkins
Scott Foster
Mitch Healy
Marc Lindsay
Brandon Patterson
Marvin Eakins
Gino Vuksanlekaj
Donē Matthews
Nicky Mulowa
Callum Crake
Paul Edgar
Todd Herbert
Tariro Mashonganyika
Kojo Norku
Sheldon Hamer
Logan Hart
Gurjeet Singh
Robert Garcia

Coach:
Assistant Coach:
Manager:
Physio:
Match Officials:

Ball Boys:

Hoani Edwards
Nathan Christie
Adrian Stewart
Physio Rehab Group

Vaughan Couillault
Mark Fleming
Avnit Maharaj
9th Pumas

TAKAPUNA

GK. Gareth Juddery
2. Shane Campbell (C)
3. Connor Daw
4. Carl Holt
5. Harry Bell
6. Jamie Taylor
8. Callum Simmonds
9. Dylan Parkinson
10. Tom Damon
11. Tommy Miller
12. Sam Roberston
13. Maximiliano Campodonico
14. Andrew Mobberley
15. Mike Callon
16. Tom Holbutt
17. Elliot Dooley
RGK . Andrew Van Stipriaan

HISTORY OF THE CHATHAM CUP
The Chatham Cup is an institution in New Zealand soccer, and has been since its introduction in 1923.
The equivalent of England's FA Cup, the trophy was gifted to the New Zealand Football Association by
the crew of HMS Chatham, as a means of thanking the New Zealand public for the great goodwill
shown the sailors during their time in this part of the world. It has become the most sought after
honour in New Zealand soccer, with a record number of teams - 172 - entering the competition in
1991, the NZFA's centenary season. University-Mt. Wellington have won the trophy seven times, one
more than both Christchurch United and North Shore United, who have reached the final on twelve
occasions. Eastern Suburbs and Central United boast the next best records, with five triumphs apiece.
It has taken Central sixteen years to reach that tally, and during that time they were beaten finalists on
two occasions. Arguably the most memorable final took place in 1972, a twice-replayed affair between
Christchurch United and Mt. Wellington, after the final itself saw two of New Zealand's greatest clubs
sharing eight goals in a classic encounter. The same clubs clashed again in another memorable final
eighteen years later, The Mount, as they are affectionately known, turning the tables to win on
penalties, after each side had scored three goals. Auckland-based clubs have won the trophy on 39
occasions, with Wellington, with 21 wins, the next best province. Canterbury (11 wins), Otago (5 wins)
and Hawkes Bay (4 wins) are next in the rankings, while Waikato (2 wins), Nelson, Poverty Bay and
Wairarapa have also seen the silverware in their area of the country. Teams from Bay of Plenty,
Manawatu and Buller have also contested the final. The 1962 triumph of Waikato club Technical was
the first occasion that the trophy had been won by a club from outside the traditional four main
centres, but generally it's the clubs in the cities which have savoured the silverware over the course of
the 85 finals played to the end of 2012. Numerous noteworthy achievements have occurred over the
years. Petone was the first club to win the Cup for a second time, following up their 1928 triumph two
years later, while Seacliff, the inaugural winners of the Cup, were runners-up in the next two seasons,
and endured that disappointment again for a third time, in 1929. Waterside were the first club to win
the Cup three years running, in the 1938-40 period, a feat repeated by Christchurch United (1974-76)
and Waitakere City (1994-96). No club has lost three successive finals, thankfully, but Christchurch
United lost three out of four finals between 1987 and 1990, while Christchurch Technical lost three
finals in five years between 1946 and 1950. United won the Cup four times in five years between 1972
and 1976, and are one of two clubs to have played in five successive Chatham Cup Finals. Mt.
Wellington, between 1979 and 1983, preceded Christchurch (1987-91) in that regard, and both
savoured both delight and despair in the showpiece fixture during those periods when they were
indisputably the country's best clubs.

